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Low-energy(belowapproximately
50 eV) ionospheric
ions,injectedinto the magnetosphere
at the
daysidecleft, are studiedusingdata from the retaxdingion massspectrometer(RIMS) experimenton

theDynamics
Explorer1 satellite.
It isconcluded
thatupwelling
ionsat thecleftformanionfountain
andare.blowninto thepolarcapby antisunward
convection.
At highKp (>4), convection
isgenerally
strongenoughto fill the entirepolarmagnetosphere
with low-energy
O+ ions,whereas
at lowKp
(•--.2)they are largelyrestricted
to the dayside
half of the cap.Usinga two-d'unensional
kineticion
trajectorymodel,the locations
whereRIMS detectedO+ withinthe capaxeshownto be consistent
with the spatialdistributions
of O+ density,predicted
for an upwelling
ion source
at the cleftand
variousdawn-duskconvectionelectric fields. A detailed study is made of one polar passof DE 1,

duringwhichRIMS detectedHe+, N+, O+, andO++ ions•theiontrajectorymodelbeingusedto trace
all theseionsbackto a common
source
at anobserved
upwelling
ioneventnearthe cleft.All observed
speciesare deducedto be fallingearthwardin the nightsideof the cap,as predictedfrom the model,
indicatingthe dominanceof gravityover upwardfield-alignedacceleration(suchas by the ambipolar

electricfield).Comparison
of field-aligned
velocities
observed
for O+ andO++ ionsdefines
a maximum
limit to the upwardelectrostaticaccelerationpresentwithin the cap which was only sufficientto

ejectionospheric
H+ ions,all heavierionsbeingsuppliedfrom the daysideby the cleftionfountain.

1. INTRODUCTION

The classical theory of plasma escape from the highlatitude ionsophere (the "polar wind") [Banks and Holzer,

1969] predicts that heavy ions are gravitationally bound

0.3 in the polar cap [Yau et al., 1984]. The retarding ion
massspectrometer(RIMS) experiment on DE 1 found that

O+ ion flowscouldbe dominantin the polarcapat very
low energies(0-50 eV) [Waite etak,

1985]. In addition,

detectedupwardflowsof O++ and
andthat lightions(H+ andHe+) areexpelled
by theambi- the RIMS instrument
N
+
ions
[Chappell
et
al., 1982] and of molecularions
polar electric fidld resulting from separation of electronic
and ionic charges. Prior to the launch of the Dynamics
Explorer satellites, no direct observationsof the outflow of
low-energy ionospheric ions had been made. Hoffman and
Dodson [ 1980] found high-latitude light ion outflows of
the magnitude predicted by Banks and Holzer; however,

[ Cravenet al., 1985 ] in the polar magnetosphere.

Waiteet a•.•1•985]- Usedelectricfielddatafromtheion
drift meter (IDM) on the low-altitude DE 2 satellite and

concluded
that for the two casesstudied,the O+ ions

originated not from the entire polar cap ionsophere but
from a restricted dayside source region. These ions had
their analysisof the roll modulationof the ISIS 2 mass
subsequentlybeen swept acrossthe cap by antisunward
spectrometer data assumed that the ionospheric heavy
convection. A survey of 2 years' data from RIMS at alti-

ions (in particularO+) were gravitationally
boundand
stationary.

Lockwood

and

Titheridge

[1981]

and

Lockwood [1982] deducedadditionaland large O+
outflows to be present at some latitudes with high
occurrence probabilities (up to 0.5) from analysis of ionospheric topside soundings. The data from the Dynamics

Explorer 1 (DE 1) satellite confirmed that high-altitude

tudesbelow2 RE by Lockwoodet al. [1985] identifieda
highly persistent source region of upflowing ionsopheric

ions(of all species,
including
O+) nearthe dayside
polar
cap boundary. A study of one such "upwelling ion" event
by Moore et al. [1984] found it to be colocated with the
cleft, as observedin precipitating energetic magnetosheath

polarion flowssometimes
consist
almostentirelyof O+ at ions. Lockwood et al. suggestedthat the concept of the
low energies.
The energetic
ion composition
spectrometer"geomagnetic mass spectrometer" may apply to these
ions,whereby
O+ ionsarespread
intothepolar
(EICS) on DE 1 found that the entirespectrumcouldbe ionospheric
cap by vary'ragamounts,dependingon the strengthof anti-

dominated
by O+ nearsatellite
apogee
(4.5RE) [Shelleysunward

et al., 1982] and that the occurrence
probability
of O+

flows, of energiesabove about 10 eV, could be as large as

convection across the cap. The concept is quali-

tatively consistent with all features of the low-altitude

RIMS data, with the energyand massdispersionsof ions
seenby RIMS at great altitudes[Moore et aL, 1985; Waite

1Onsabbatical
leave
fromRutherford
Appleton
Laboratory,
et al.,

1985], and with energy dispersion seen in DE 1
high altitude plasma instrument (HAPI) observations
[Gurgiolo and Burch, 1982]. The trajectories of such ions
were modeled by Horwitz [ 1984], who predicted that the
lowest-energyheavy ions could fall downward under gravity
in the nightside cap, giving "parabolic" or "hopping"

Chilton, Didcot, England.
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, Fig. 1.. Spinangle-timespectrograms
for (a) O* and (b) He+ ionsobserved
by the radialheadof RIMS asDE 1 traversesthe southerncleft and movesinto the polar cap at low altitudes;the dotted and dashedlines showthe upward
and downward field-aligneddirections,respectively.The density of observedions is shown in Figure lc for thesetwo

species.
The low-latitudeedgeof the upwellingion eventis encountered
near1233 UT, andO+ is observed
with densi-

tiesabove1 cm'3 untilnear1255UT.The)t valueof thesatellite
isdefined
in thetextandbyFigure3.
trajectories, depending on the pitch angle of injection of
the ions at the ionospheric source.
In this paper it is shown that the upwelling ion events
identified in the vicinity of the cleft may be regarded as
an ion fountain, supplying low-energy ions to the entire
polar magnetosphere when convection is antisunward and
strong. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that heavy ion
flows can be downward in the polar cap, consistent with
"parabolic" trajectories of heavy ions from this cleft ion
fountain, as has been modeled by Horwitz [ 1984] and
Horwitz and Lockwood [ this issue].
2.

OBSERVATIONS

The data presented here were recorded by the RIMS
experiment on DE 1. A full description of the RIMS

instrument is given by Chappell et al. [ 1981 ]. The statistical survey by Lockwood et al. [ 1985] employed obser-

vationsby RIMS at low altitudes(<2 RE) betweenOctober
19, 1981, and October 19, 1983. Data were analyzed in
1-min integration periods, and in the 2 years studied, a
total of 14,278 spin angle distributions were obtained at

invariantlatitudesgreaterthan 40ø and altitudesbelow

2 RE. Figurela isanO+ ionspinangle
spectrogram
showing a type of event which Lockwood et al. found to be
presentin all orbits of DE 1 which crossedthe cleft in the
0600 to 1400 hours local time sector at geocentric dis-

tances,r, of 1.5-2.0 RE. The event commencesat 1233
UT, when the satellite crossesa sharp,distinct lowdatitude
boundary. Within the event the spin distribution is asym-

metric and extended toward the upward field-aligned
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O+ ionswerefoundup to a geocentric
distance
r of about

DE-1 ORBIT 3 APRIL, 1982; 12:33 - 12:55 UT

2 RE on the nightsideof the polarcap.

Z 3

(a)

Thefall in theobserved
densityof O+ ions,detected
by
RIMS and shown in Figure l c, may not be fully due to a

decrease
in the true O+ ion density,but maybe,at least
6

5

4

3

2

-2

-3

-4

-5

--6

-3

in part, due to positive charging of the DE 1 spacecraft.
In general, the spacecraft potential will rise with altitude
to a point at which the lowest-energy ions are no longer
detected by RIMS, which therefore then begins to underestimate the true ion density. This occurs when the value
of the spacecraft potential (in volts) exceeds that of the
ions' ram energy (in eV). Hence RIMS may have not

detectedO+ after 1255UT because
densities
wereverylow
or becausethe energies were lower than the positive spacecraft potential or for both reasons.

(b)

3. OBSERVATIONS OF O+ IN THE POLAR CAP
ASSOCIATED WITH UPWELLING ION EVENTS

--6 -5 -4

-3 -2

2

3

4

5

6Y

All the DE 1 orbits during which Lockwood et al.
[1985]

found upwelling ion events were studied in the

same way as was the example presented in the preceding

section.Hencethe occurrence
of polarcapO+ flows,con-

-3

1 SHADOW
I> 12:33 UT
O 12:55 UT

tiguous with upwelling ion events, was studied for the
period October 1981 to October 1983. Figure 3 shows
orbital segments (in both northern and southern hemi-

spheres) of the kind shown in Figure 2a, i.e., in the XZ
Fig. 2. DE 1 orbital segmentfor 1233-1255 UT, April 3, 1982, plane of the G SM coordinate system. The ends of these
whenO+ ionswereobserved
to thelow-Xsideof anupwelling
ion
event (see Figure 1). The orbit is projectedonto the (a) ZX and elements are defined from the RIMS observationsof O+
(b) YZ planesof the GSM coordinatesystem.

ions,in the sameway as for Figure2a. The upwellingion
events identified in the study by Lockwood et al. [ 1985]
have been used, and Figure 3 shows only orbits for which

RIMS monitoredO+ ionsat all X betweenthe upwelling
direction (dashed line). By about 1235 UT the distribution ion event and the equatorial plane on the nightside (X =
is symmetric again. The asymmetry in the spin angle dis- 0, whereX is defined
by X = tan'1 IZl/x (seeFigure3);
tribution shows that the ions are carrying upward heat hence X is zero at the nightsidegeomagneticequatorial
fluxes [Biddle et al., 1985 ], and the distribution functions plane,90ø overeithergeomagnetic
poleandof the order
reveal some parallel, but predominantly perpendicular,ion of 100ø in the dayside
cleftregions).
A total of 68 such
heating below the satellite [Moore et al., 1984 ]; hence passes were available from the 2 years' data studied by
these eventswere termed "upwellingion events"by Lock- Lockwood et al. [ 1985]. These have been sorted according
wood et al. [ 1985]. The low altitude at which the satellite to the Kp index value at the start time of each orbital segencounters this upwelling ion event (geocentric distance ment. The Kp dependence of the spatial extent of the

the different
r = 1.33 RE) is very closeto the valuebelowwhichtheir polarcapO+ ionscanbe seenby comparing
occurrence frequency falls to zero [Lockwood et al.,
[1985]. The upwelling ion event shown in Figure 1 is relatively short-lived, partly because the spacecraft velocity is
higher near perigee and partly because the events have
smaller latitudinal width at lower altitudes. The spin angle

panels
in Figure3: O+ isobserved
by RIMSat considerably
smallerX when Kp is high than when it is low. WhenKp is

low (<2+), observations
of O+ ionsin the polarcapare
restricted to a region close to the upwelling ion event, and
in about half of the low-Kp casesthey do not even extend

spectrogram
for He+ is shownin Figurelb, andthe densi- into the nightside.
At higherKp (>4), however,O+ ions
ties of these two ion species, calculated assuming that the
plasma density is sufficiently high to give negative spacecraft potentials (M. O. Chandler, unpublished manuscript,
1985), are plotted in Figure lc. Figure 2 showsthe segment
of the orbit of the DE 1 spacecraftbetween 1233 UT, when
the lower-latitude boundary of the upwelling ion event was

encountered,
and 1255 UT, whenthepeakO+ countrate
falls below 20 counts per accumulation period (12 ms)

for the last time (and the O+ densityfallsbelowabout

1 cm'3):Figure2a showsthe projection
of thisorbital
segmentonto the ZX plane of the GSM coordinate system,
and Figure 2b shows the projection onto the YZ plane.
Figure 2b demonstrates that the upwelling ions are first
encountered toward the dawnside of the noon-midnight
meridian, but by 1255 UT the satellite was closer to that
meridian and to the duskside of it. Figure 2a shows that

are found throughout the cap, consistentwith the occurrence frequency variation found by Waite et al. [ 1985].

It is not known,in general,
whetheror not all the capO+
ions originate from the upwelling ion event; however,
three pieces of evidence indicate that this is usually the
case. First, for the one case described in the preceding
section, it is shown in section 5.2 of this paper that all ions
within the cap (of all species)have velocities roughly consistent with a source at the upwelling ion event. Second,
Lockwood et al. [1985] found very low probabilities of

observing
O+ outflowat lowaltitudes
in thepolarcap,and
lastly, Waite eta/.

[1985] found that for both casesthey

studiedin detail,O+ ionson thenightside
havea dayside
source near the cleft, the region of peak occurrence frequency of upwelling ion events [Lockwood et al., 1985].

The locationswhere RIMS observedO+ ions within the
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Fig. 3. DE 1 orbitalsegments
for whichO+ ionswereobserved
to thelow-•sideof upwelling
ionevents.
In all cases,
RIMSwasmonitoring
O+ atallXbetween
theupwelling
ioneventandzero.

(a) E1': 20mVm-1
5

(b) E•:
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1
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Fig.4. ModelO+ density
contouxs
fora parallel
electric
fieldatr = 1.05,EII',of0.5gV m-1anda dawn-dusk
convectionelectric
fieldat r = 1.05,X= 90ø,Eft,of(a)20mVm-1(weak
convection)
and(b)80mVm-1.Theupwelling
ion
eventisbetween
X = 100ø and110ø at r = 1.4RE wheretheO+ density
andparallel
andtransverse
temperatures
axe
103cm'3, 1 eV,and10eV,respectively.
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polar cap (Figure 3) are consistent with the predictions of
Figure 5 is an invariant latitude-local time plot of the
a simulation model [Horwitz and Lockwood, this issue] locations of the nightside terminators of the orbital
based on the Horwitz [1984] ion trajectory model. In elements shown in Figure 3 (the lowest ?•at which RIMS
this model the location and width of an upwelling ion observed
O+ ions);the solidpointsarefor lowKp (•2+)
event are specified, along with the energy and pitch angle and the open points for all higher Kp (•3-). The shaded
distributions
of O+ ionswithin the event.A very large region is where Lockwood et al. [1985] found the
numberof O+ ion trajectories
are then computed
for a frequency of occurrence of upwelling ion events to be
specified value of the dawn-to-dusk convection electric

greaterthan zero. The low-?•terminatorsare nearly all in

field (specified
at r = 1.06, X = 90ø andscaled
elsewherethe premidnight sector, which is a direct consequenceof

asB1/2),using
theHorwitz[ 1984] procedure.
Additionalthe

orientation

of the satellite orbit and the fact that the

allowance has been made for an electric field parallel to the upwelling ion events (the other ends of the orbit elements
magnetic field (for example, an ambipolar field), the mag- in Figure 3) are nearly all found in the prenoonsector(the

nitudeof whichis assumed
to varyasr'2. Thedensity;•shaded
region).For thehigher-Kp
range,O+ isobserved
to
field-aligned
flux, and parallelenergyof O+ ionsarethen fill the whole premidnightpolar cap, down to about A-computed at points on a spatial grid and fitted with
contour levels, assuming a steady state upwelling ion event
source (see Horwitz and Lockwood [this issue] for a com-

65ø. TheBy component
of theinterplanetary
magnetic
field (IMF) may help explain this plot, owingto its effect
on the asymmetry of the polar convectionpattern [Reifœ

pletedescription).
Figure4 showstwo setsof O+ density and Burch, 1985; Zanetti eta/., 1984; Heelis, 1984]. For
contours computed for a parallel electric field at r = 1.05, positiveBy, convection
wouldmainlycarryupwelling
O+

Ell•, of 0.5 /aVm'1 andwitha perpendicular
electric
field ions from their sourcein the morningsectorinto the post(specified
at r = 1.05,X = 90ø),El t, of 20mVm'1 (Figuremidnight sector, where they would not be observedas the

4a) and80 mV m'1 (Figure4b);thetwoEl' values
were satellite moves into

the premidnight sector. Hence for the

chosento simulate weak and strongconvectionconditions, eventsshownin Figures3 and 5, upwellingO+ ionsare
respectively. The ion source location and characteristics
used were

chosen

to be consistent

with

the results of a

case study of an upwelling ion event by Moore et al.

morelikelyto extendfurtherinto the nightside
if By is
negative, when both satellite and ions move from the
morning into the premidnight sector.

[ 1984]:thesource
is at r = 1.4RE between
X= 100øand
X = 110ø;the O+ ion distribution
in thissource
regionis

4. DOWNWARD HEAVY ION FLOWS

the upward going half of a bi-Maxwellian with a parallel
temperature of 1 eV and a perpendicular temperature of

IN THE POLAR CAP

10eV;theO+ iondensity
is 103cm'3.

Figure6 showsion trajectories
for O+ ions,mapped

Comparison
of Figures4a and 4b showsthat O+ densi- usingtheHorwitz[ 1984] modelfroma source
at rs = 1.3

tiesgreater
thanabout1 cm'3 arespread
intothenightsideRE.,Xs= 114ø fora convection
electric
fieldEl' of35mV

polar cap in the high-convectioncase, whereasin the low- m'1 (atr = 1.05RE over
theionospheric
pole,
X= 90ø),
convection case they are restricted to the dayside. Note and zero parallelfield Ellt. Trajectories
are shownfor
that in both cases high densities are observed at low variousvaluesof the initialion energyat the source,
•i;
altitudeson the nightsidewhereions(whichhadnear-90
ø the pitchangleof the particles
is 180ø at thesource,
i.e.,

pitch angles at source) mirror, forming "hopping trajec- upward field aligned.In all casesthe upwardmotion of the
tories" [Horwitz, 1984; Horvvitz and Lockwood, this ionsis slowedby the gravitational
attractionof the eayth,
issue].The unheatedF regionO+ plasmahasnot been and the lower-energy ions eventually fall back toward
included in the model and would alter the density contours earth after passingthrougha trajectory apogee.The apogees
at the lowest altitudes. Given that the dawn-dusk electric are joined by the dashedline in Figure 6. A family of such
field increaseswith higher Kp levels [e.g., Oliver et al., loci of the trajectory apogeesis shown in Figure 7, each
1983], Figure4 can qualitatively
explainO+ observationcurve being equivalentto the dashedcurvein Figure 6, but

locations given in Figure 3. Figure 1 indicates that the sensi-

for differentvalues
of theconvection
electric
fieldEl'. The

tivity of the RIMS instrumentis suchthat O+ ionsare dashedcurvesin Figure7 showthe apogees
of the O+
observed at high altitudes over the polar cap when their ion trajectoriesat a fixed value of the initial ion energy at

densityexceeds
a valueof the orderof 1 cm'3. Figure4 the source,
•i' At all X beloweachsolidcurvethe O+
shows that for weak convection, densitiesare only greater ions will be moving downward under the influence of
than1 cm'3 onthedayside
(X• 90ø),whereas
forstronger
gravity. This occurs in the region of spacewhere densities
convection, such densities should be spread into the night- are predicted to be low (see Figure 4), and so although such
side cap at greater altitudes. However, there is a region flows are predictedto exist, the flux densityof ionsmay be

near 2 RE on the nightsidewhere the modeled densities low

and hence difficult

to detect.

remainbelow1 cm'3 in bothcases,
andindeed,
Figure3
Figure 8 is the sameas Figure 7 but wasproducedusing
reveals
sucha regionwhereO+ wasneverdetected,
despitethe Horwitz and Lockwood [this issue] model with a high
the fact that it was traversedby all of the 68 orbits studied.

parallel
electric
fieldatr -- 1.05RE ofEll• -- 1.0/aVm'1.

Thedecrease
in O+ iondensity
shown
in Figure1c isof the The parallelfield at other heightsis againassumedto obey
same order of magnitude as that predicted from Figure 4; an inverse squarelaw dependenceon r. Barakat and Schunk
however, the initial decreaseis not as rapid. Such differ- [1983] haveshownthat the dependence
of Ell on r is a

encescouldarisefrom the choicesof O+ sourcedistribution function of the electrontemperature;hencethe adoption

function,temperatures,
or electricfieldsEl' andEll' or of anr'2 lawforEll(r)is a crude
simplification,
butit

from the coarseness
of the spatial or velocity-space
grids doesgive a total ion potential curvenot unlike their predicused in the modeling.

tionfor O+ whichremains
gravitationally
bound
(i.e.,for
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by Lockwoodet al. [1985].

moderate or low electron temperatures which are assumed useful to explain the consequencesof a certain value of
to apply over the polar cap). This assumption results in a Ell'.Forexample,
thevalue
ofEll'of 1.0txVm'1 used
in
f belowunityfor O+ andN+ (i.e.,theyare
ratio of the field-aligned electrostatic force divided by the Figure8 gives
bound)but greaterthan unity for H+,
radial gravitational force f, which is independent of alti- gravitationally
tude. Figure 9 shows the linear variation of f with the value He+, and O++ (which are thereforeexpelledfrom the
of the parallel
electric
fieldat r = 1.05RE, Ell' andis polar cap ionosphere). Figure 8 shows that this high value
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Fig.6. O+ iontrajectories
for El' = 35 mV m-1andEII'= 0 forvarious
values
of theinitialionenergy
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soarce,
•i. Thedashed
carveisthefocusof thetrajectory
apogees.
Thinlinesaregeomagnetic
fieldlines.
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Fig.7. Lociof trajectory
apogees
forvarious
convection
electric
fields
E• (solid
lines)
andforzeroparallel
electric
fieldEII.Thedashed
lines
arethelociof apogees
forvarious
values
of th•initialionenergy
at thesouce
(rs,Xs)
, •i.
The dottedline showsthe orbitalsegment
plottedin Figure2a.

forEll'of 1 #V m-1 stillgives
regions
of thecapwithin in magnitude
for higherEll' [seeHorwitzandLockwood,
whichO+ ionswill fall earthward.
Comparison
of Figures

this issue].

7 and8 shows
thatat higher
Ell'these
regions
of downward

The orbital segment for the April 3, 1982, upwelling

O+ flow arereducedin extent,particularly
for low-convec-ion event shown in Figure 2a is plotted as a dotted line in
tion electric fields. A major difference between Figure 7
and Figure 8 is the choice of values of initial ion energies

Figures 7 and 8 and lies to the nightside of the solid curves

for El' = 100 mV m-1 in bothcases.
Thisindicates
that

at the source,•i, for which the dashedcurveshave been even a convection field of this large magnitude would be

drawn;
for thehigher-Ell'
case,
onlytheverylowest-energy
insufficientto preventdownwardflow of O+ duringthis
eventfor Ell' < 10 #V m-1. Thiseventshould,
therefore,

ions reach apogeewithin the 11 RE radial distanceplotted.
Hence for a given energy spectrum in the upwelling ion

show downward flows within the cap if the electric fields

sourceregion,any downward
fluxesof O+ will bereduced do not exceedtheselargevaluesß
The O+ spinangle-time

10
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Fig.8. Same
asFigure7, butfora parallel
electric
fieldatr = 1.05RE, EII',of 1.0/,tVm-1.
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component in the orbit plane of the satellite

(M. O. Chandler, unpublished manuscript, 1985), i.e., for
this orientation of the orbit, unless there is very strong antisunward

convection.

This

event

is studied

in detail

in the

following section to investigate these possibilities.
5. CASE STUDY OF HEAVY IONS OBSERVED
IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

N+
/

CAP ON APRIL 3, 1982

1.0

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Ell'(#Vm
-1)
Fig. 9. The ratio of the field-alignedelectrostaticforce divided by

thegravitational
forcef foranassumed
r-2 dependence
of EIIand
plottedasa functionof theEII valueat r = 1.05 RE, EII'. Valuesaxe
shownfor the major atomic ion spedesobservedby RIMS.

spectrogramfor this event (Figure la) showsthat following
the upwelling ion event, the peak count rate is shifted from
the ram direction toward the downward, field-aligned

The event shown in Figures 1 and 2 is a particularly
good example in which to search for downward flows of
heavy ions for a number of reasons. First, the satellite is
near perigee, and at low altitudes the downward flow
velocity should be larger. Second, the Kp index value was
moderately high (5-), which should give convection velocities sufficiently high to disperse ions in both mass and
energy yet not so high as to prevent their falling earthward
under gravity before reaching the nightside auroral oval
[Horwitz and Lockwood, this issue]. During the 5 hours
prior to the RIMS observations, the ISEE 3 satellite
observed the interplanetary magnetic field to have com-

ponents
in the GSMcoordinate
system,
BX, By, andBZ,
which are all negative (except for the period of 1000-1145
UT, for which no data are available). This orientation of the
IMF generally gives convection over the cap which is antisunward and toward dusk [Heelis, 1984 ], i.e., quasi-aligned
with the plane of this orbit of DE 1. RIMS was operating

in a "massscan"mode,in whichO++, N+, andHe+ were

direction. This indicates that a downward, field-aligned monitored in addition to O+. This allows differences

flowof O+ is present,
unless
thereis a strong
convectionbetween

(b) N +

4 (a)0+

•.
I

,.,

ions of various mass and charge states to be

-2
-4

•

4 (c)0++

=. -

2

iso

(d) He+

120

E•'= 20mVm-1
-2

-Ej.'= 20mVm-1

-4

A

12:32

B

C

12:36

D

12:40

E

F

12:44

12:48

UT (HRS:MNS)

G

12:52

A

12:32

B

12:36

C

D

12:40

E

12:44

F

12:48

G

12:52

UT (HRS:MNS)

Fig. 10. The variations
of field-aligned
ion velocities(positiveupwaxd)duringthe upwellingion eventon April 3,
1982 (seeFigure1), for the observed
atomicion species
(a) O+, (b) N+, (c) O++, and (d) He+. Valuesaxegivenfor

vaxious
assumed
values
of theelectric
fieldat r = 1.05RE, X = 90ø perpendicular
to thesatellite
orbitplane,El',
between
20and200mVm-1.Thepoints
A through
G maxk
specific
timesin theorbit,alsoshown
in Figure
15and
corresponding
to the locationsshownin Figure 11.
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2.0

electric
fieldcomponents
El' andEll' of 60 mVm-1 and

-

zero, respectively. The ion velocities at the satellite used to

trace the trajectories are taken from Figure 10a, for the

F G

El' = 60 mV m'1 case
(El' isassumed
notto varyduring
the satellite pass). Note the upward flow at A followed by
downward flow at E but near-zero field-aligned flows at
F and G. Figure 11 demonstrates how an ion fountain arising from the daysidesourceregion can givesucha complex
velocity variation along the orbit within the cap, because
of the increasein altitude of the satellite and the changein
the geomagneticdip angle.

AB
1.0

0.5

0

-0.5

Althoughall of the O+ ionsmap downto the dayside

-1.0

and to the vicinity of the cleft, the source region has conx IRE)
siderably greater spatial extent than is seen in the velocity
Fig. 11. O+ ion trajectoriesin the GSM referenceframe traced measurements(Figure 10a). Possiblecausesof this anomaly

for El' andEll' or universal
timeor local
backtor = 1.25RE fromRIMSobservations
atthetimes
A throu•ghare the choices
G shownin Figure 10. The ion velocitiesat the satellitefor E/ =

time variations in the latitude

60 mV m'1 andthetrajectories
axemapped
forE1' = 60 mVm-1
andEll' = 0.1 t•V m'1. Thethinlinesaregeomagnetic
fieldlines.

of the source.

Useis madehereof a parameter
X1,25, definedastheX
value of the point where the ion trajectory crossesthe r =

1.25 RE level (i.e., an altitude of about 1600 km). This
altitude has been chosen as representative of the source of
exploitedin the followinganalysis.As wasdiscussed
in the upwelling ions, as Lockwood et al. [1985] found no upprecedingsection,the spin anglespectrograms
givea strong welling ion events at lower altitudes and found that the
indication

that

downward

flows

were indeed

present.

latitudinal

width

of the events was smallest at this low-

altitude limit. It was found that computed sourcelocations
were not sensitive to this choice for the source height.

5.1. Ion Velocities from RIMS Observations

Figure 10 shows the upward, field-aligned velocities
Figure
12shows,
asa function
ofEl', theX1.25values,
for the four ion speciesobservedduringthe time periodof calculated for O+ observedat locations B-G shown in
Figure 1 on April 3, 1982. The velocitiesare an averagefor Figures11 and for zeroEl!',usingthe HorwitzandLockthe whole ion distribution

and have been calculated from

wood trajectory

mapping procedure. The dashed line

1-min integrations of the RIMS data, using the method marked
Xmax isthevalueof X at whichRIMSfirstobserved

described
by M.O. Chandler(unpublished
manuscript,
1985). upwelling
ions;henceif X1.25exceeds
Xmax,theionsori-

These bulk velocities have been determined for a range of

ginated from equatorward of the upwelling ion event where

El', the convection
electricfieldperpendicular
to theorbit no large upward flows were observed (Figure 10). For

planeandnormalized
to thepointr = 1.05RE, X = 90ø
us'rag
a B-1/2 dependence.
Theupwelling
ioneventisseen
at 1233:30 UT (time A) in all four speciesas a peak in the

upward
flowvelocity.
Subsequently,
forEl' < 180mVm'1
theupward
velocity
decreases,
andforEl' < 80mVm'1 it
becomes
negative
for the heavier
ions,O+, N+, andO++
(in addition,the He+ ionsobserved
after 1239UT arealso
movingdownward
for the smallest
El' values).
It isstriking

howsimilarthevelocity
values
for O+, N+, andO++areat
anytimeandEl'; however,
values
for He+ arealways
con-

10o

0+

max

1011
102

IO0

siderably
larger.
ForEl' below
about50mVm'1 thedownward velocity increasesalmost continuously as the satellite

movespoleward of the upwellingion event. Note that the
heavy ion flows are downward in the cap provided that

El' does
notexceed
80mVm-1.
5.2.

Model Ion Trajectories and Source Locations

The ion trajectory model of Horwitz and Lockwood
[this issue] has been used to investigatethe sourceof the

88

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

86

ions detected after the upwelling ion event. This section

describes
howtheelectricfieldsEl' andEll' wereiterated,
usirvgthe ion velocity observations
describedin section5.1

2

UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
40

=
=
=
=
=

12:35-36(B)
12:37-38(C)
12:42-43(E)
12:47-48(F)
12:51-52(G)
60

100

Ell' = O

120

140

160

180

200

2 0

as inputs to the model, to give all source locations

consistent
withtheobserved
upwelling
ionevent.
E1'(mVm-1)
Thepoints
A-GinFigure
11show
thesatellite
locations,
Fig.12.The• value
oftheO+ iontrajectories
atr = 1.25RE,

projected
onto
theZXplane
atthetimes
marked
inFigure
X1.2•,
aø,function
the
perpendicular
electric
field
atshown
r=1.05
RE, A =as
90
Eft, forof
observations
at five universal
times
in
10.Fromeachlocation
theO+ iontrajectory
hasbeenFigure
10and
forEll•= 0.TheXvalue
oftheequatorwaxd
edge
of

traced back to the ionosphereusing,in this example, theupwelling
ionevent
isshown
byXma
x.
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12,13,and14(El' < 100mVm-1;Ell'< 0.2-0.4/•V
m-1
depending
on El'). First,Ell' wasvariedat fixedvalues
of

106

El' to getminimum
deviation
of 3`1.25
for O+ andO++.

max

The average deviation for the times A-G, shown in Figure
10, was minimized. The choice of these times weights this
average to the observations nearer the upwelling ion event,
when count rates are higher and velocity values therefore

102

are moreaccurate.The E_L'valuewassimilarlyiteratedso
that O+ and He+ ions (i.e., ions of the samechargestate
but differentmass)originated
from thesame3`1.25.Figure

98

15shows
the
results
for
3`1
•5Ifor
the
optimum
pair
of

values,
El': 60 mVm-1 and' I'= 0.1btVm'1. Thesolid
curveshows3`s,the 3`valueof the satellite,asa functionof
time,and H, O, N, andthe plussignshowthe3`1.25values

86
0

0.2

obtainedby tracingHe+, O+, N+, and O++ ions,respec-

UT = 12:47 - 48 (F)

Ej•
=2•V m1
i
0.4

.,

i
0.6

ß

i
0.8

ß

tively, to the ionosphere using velocity estimates from
1-min integrations of the data. For any 1-min period the
agreement is good, particularly nearer the upwelling ion

i
1.0

Ell' (#Vm
-1 )

event,betweenO+, O++, andHe+. NotethatN+, notused

Fig.13. The3`valueof O+ iontrajectories
at r = 1.25RE, 3`1.25, in theiterations
of El' andEll', alsoagrees
closely.At the
as a functionof the parallelelectricfield at r = 1.05 RE, E[[', for
observationsintegrated over the period 1247-1248 UT (location F

in Figuxe11) andfour valuesof the perpendiculax
fieldEl'.

latertimestheO++tends
to havea greater
3`125thanO+,
indicating
thateventhelowvalueof 0.1btV•-1 usedfor
Ell' may be an overestimate.
Agreement
is generallypoorest
for the last observation of a given ion species, when count

universal
timesB andC the O+ ionsmapto equatorward
of rates are low and the ion velocity estimate is least reliable.

theupwelling
ion event(3`1.25
> 3`max)
if El' exceedsIn

general, the different ion speciesmap back to a source

about 100 mV m-l; hencethis is an upperlimit to the regionwhichis in mostcasesof width,A3`1.25
, lessthan
allowed
rangeof Eñ•. For thesetimes,increasing
Eñ'over 2ø at any one time. The 3`valueof the computedsource
by about7ø in the 20 minof observation,
the shown range of realistic values causesan increase in regiondecreases
3`1.25becausethe ionsare convected
furtherin risingfrom at the end of which the ions have been mapped over about
1.25RE to the satellite.At latertimes(E andF), 3`1.25 26ø of 3`. The transit time of the O+ ions at time G from
againincreases
with EL' at low values,but at the higher r = 1.25 RE to the satelliteis 35 min (i.e., they were at
values it decreasesagain. The latter effect is due to the r = 1.25 RE at 1217 UT), and this is largerthan the flight
dependence of the ion velocity value at the satellite on

time

of the

El', whichcanevenchange
sense
asEl' increases
(Figure observed

satellite

between

A and

G.

Hence

the ions

at G left the ionosphere before those observed

10). At time G (thelatestat whichO+ wasobserved)
the at A, and if the shiftin the 3`1.25corresponds
to a real
latter

effect

dominates.

A

minimum

source

width

is

motion of the source, then it is a rapid equatorward motion
the period 1217-1233 UT.
The low-altitude (300-1300 km) DE 2 satellite was in

obtained
forEl' of 64 mVm-1 (where
thesource
widthin in
3`,A3`1.25,
is 7.6ø),andall ionsoriginate
froma 3`1.25
whichis belowthe maximumallowedvalue,3`max.

an orbit coplanarwith that of DE 1. Hence observations

The curvesin Figure 12 are all for zero parallel electric
field. Figures 13 and 14 investigate the effect of various

of the convection velocity along the DE 2 orbit give a good

tively small. Figure 13 shows that the effect of increased

76.6ø on the nightside,
withinwhichDE 1 RIMS observed

measurement
of El'. Thebestfit valueforE_L'
of 60 mV
withtheobservations
by the IDM on
realistic
valuesof Ell' on the oxygenion species,
O+ and m'1 is in agreement
O++, respectively.
Figure 10 showsthat the velocities DE 2 between 1223 and 1232 UT (R. A. Heelis, private
observed
for O+ and O++, for anyEñ', areverysimilar; communication, 1984). During this period, DE 2 traversed
to
this indicates that the parallel electric field must be rela- the invariantlatituderegionfrom70.5ø on the dayside

Ell'ontheestimated
O+ source
location
(3`1.25)is
much both

the upwelling ion event and the heavy ions in the

greaterat lowervaluesof theconvection
fieldEL'. Obser- polar cap (between locations A and G in Figure 11, i.e.,
vations at UT - 1247-1248 (point F) set a limit of about

between 1233 and 1252 UT). The magnetic conjunction of
two satellites is not very close; however, the times of
the DE 2 observationsare appropriate when one remembers

1.0pV m-1 onEll', for therange
of Eñ• allowed
byFigure the

12 (El' < 100mVm-l).Theeffectof Ell'on

the

O++

source location is much greater, setting a limit of between

that the O+ ionsobserved
by RIMS at G wereat altitudes

0.2and0.4,depending
onEL'.In bothO+ andO++cases, between
largerEll' movesthe sourceto larger3,, particularly
for UT.
observations taken a large distance from the ion source.

the two satellites between about 1217 and 1251

Note that the apparent motion of the source in the

HenceusinganEll' neartheseupperlimitscanhelpexplain period 1217-1233 UT could equally have resultedfrom an
the largesourcewidth foundin Figure11 (whereEll'= increase
in El' between1233and 1251UT (whichmayalso
0 was used).
help explainthe increased
spreadat later timesin 3`1.25
Theeffectson predictedsourcelocation,3` 1.25, of the values for different ion species). In addition, mapping of

electricfields,E( andEJI',werestudied
by varying
the
electric fields within the range limits defined by Figures

ion trajectories has only been performed in the noonmidnight plane, and any dawn-dusk components to the
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Fig. 14. SameasFigtire13, but for O++ ionsobserved
overthe period1242-1243UT (location
E in Figtire11).
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Fig.15. The2tvalue
of iontrajectories
at r = 1.25RE, 2tl.25
, for 1-min
integrations
of dataandforionspecies
O+
(denoted
byO),N+ (N),O'H'(plussign),
andHe+ (H)forbestfit electric
fields
EL'= 60mVm-1andEll'= 0.1#V

m-1.Alsoshown
asafunction
oftimeisthe2tvalue
ofthesatellite
location,
Xs.Thetimes
A through
Grefer
tothe

timesshownin Figure10 andlocations
shownin Figure11.
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flow couldalsocausean apparent
motionin X1.25:varia- the spatial distributions of ions and electrons will have
tionsin El' or in truesource
latitudearetheonlyalterna- been modified, to an unknown extent, by the ion fountain
tives, only if the convection equipotential is aligned along
the orbit plane. The DE 2 IDM observations show this

itself. The dominance of gravity over upward field aligned
electrostatic acceleration for all ionospheric ions heavier

not to be the case.

than H+ canexplainthe downwardflowsof all the ions
observed in the nightside cap by RIMS. In this event the

totalpotential
drop,usingthe 1/r2 formof Horwitzand

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Lockwood et al. [1985] identified a region in the
vicinity of the dayside polar cap boundary where DE 1
RIMS regularly observed upwelling ion events, in which
warmed ionospheric plasma streams upward into the magnetosphere. The low energies of these ions (typically 1-20
eV) result in trajectories which are significantly modified
by high-latitude plasma convection; this is particularly true
for the heavier ionspheric ion species at any given ion
energy [Horwitz, 1984; Horwitz and Lockwood, this
issue].The results presented in this paper show that the
combination of plasma convection, gravity, and a spatially
restricted source region for most speciesof low-energy ions
gives an effect which is analogous to a "fountain in a
wind," as is illustrated schematically by Figure 14 of
Lockwood et al. [1985]. The pieces of observational
evidence for such an effect, as presented in this paper,

areasfollows:(1) thespreading
of O+ ionsthroughout
the
polarcapmagnetosphere,
contiguous
with upwellingO+
ion events,at high Kp (whenconvectionis generallystrong
and antisunward [e.g., Oliver et al., 1983]);

at low Kp

Lockwood[thisissue] ,is about0.6 V.This is obviouslymuch
less than the potential drops of 5-60 V obtained by
Winningham and Gurgiolo [1982] from atmospheric
photoelectron measurements.One possible interpretation
is that the large potential drops observed by Winningham
and Gurgiolo [1982] are located above the DE 1 measurements considered here. We note that detailed study of ion

velocities for various ion speciesin the ion fountain could
in the future be used to give the first experimental
estimates for the ambipolar electric field in the polar
magnetosphere.
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(<2), suchO+ ionsare largelyrestrictedto the dayside
(see section 3); and (2) ion velocities for all species
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